Abstract We consider the problem of jointly performing forming Simultaneous Localization And Mapping (SLAM) SLAM by humans and robots in Urban Search And Rescue without cognitive load, e.g. without requiring interactions (USAR) scenarios. In this context, SLAM is a challenging task. by the user. SLAM methods work with the principle of First, places are hardly re-observable by vision techniques since visibility might be affected by smoke and fire. Second, loopmap ipovemen thog loclsure ie. tobimrve closure is cumbersome due to the fact that firefighters will the map globally each time places have been re-observed. intentionally try to avoid performing loops when facing the However, when facing the reality of emergency response, reality of emergency response, e.g. while they are searching firefighters will intentionally try to avoid performing loops, for victims. Furthermore, there might be places that are only e.g. while they are searching for victims. Furthermore, accessible to robots, making it necessary to integrate humans there might be places that are only accessible by robots, and robots into one team for mapping the area after a disaster. In this paper, we introduce a method for jointly correcting making it necessary to integrate humans and robots into individual trajectories of humans and robots by utilizing RFID one team for mapping the area after a disaster. 
I. INTRODUCTION Pedestrian navigation and localization is a growing field motivated from the context of Location Based Services (LBS) [15] , navigation for the Blind [13] , and emergency responder tracking [18] . Particularly in the field of emer-(a) (b) gency response, the efficiency of rescue teams, e.g. [10] or decen-paper, we introduce a solution to this problem based on tralized way. However, to be aware of locations during information sharing between pedestrians and robots by exploration within collapsed buildings is a challenging RFID technology. Hereby the pose of each pedestrian is task. In urban environments GNSS (Global Navigation automatically tracked by a PDR (Pedestrian Dead ReckSatellite System) positioning is affected by the multipath oning) method, which recognizes human footsteps analytpropagation problem [7] . Buildings in the vicinity of the ically from acceleration patterns. Robot poses are tracked receiver reflect GNSS signals, resulting in secondary path from wheel odometry and IMU data only. For this purpose, propagations with longer propagation time, causing erro-we developed a slippage-sensitive odometry that reduces neous position estimates. Furthermore, the ability to re-odometry errors on slippery ground, as for example, if the observe landmarks might be affected by limited visibility robot navigates on grass. Humans and Robots estimate due to smoke and fire. the distances between RFID tags by pose tracking and One solution to this problem is to equip firefighters with communicate them to a central station. The central station assistance systems, such as wearable devices [10] , [18] , per-successively builds a joint graph from these estimates and corrects the joint network of all trajectories by minimiz-at time t can be updated from input ujt as follows:
ing the Mahalanobis distance [16] , while utilizing RFID (t/ + cos(Otil)dt N transponders for data association [11] . RFID UAVs or UGVs [12] .
and VF1 and VFu, are partial matrices of the Jacobian Borenstein et al. introduced a method for improving the matrix VF1u. In the following we will describe the comodometry on differential-drive robots [2] . A method for putation of input ut from human and robot motion, odometry improvement and optimization of motor control respectively. algorithms on 4WD robots has been introduced by Ojeda Dead reckoning information from human walking is et al [19] . They applied "Expert Rules" in order to infer acquired after a method that has been introduced by the occurrence of wheel slip. PDR methods have been Ladetto et al. [14] 1. Human walking generates a vertical extensively studied in the past. Human motion has been acceleration with a maximum value if a foot is placed on tracked by vision sensors [21] , as well as based on the the ground. By detecting these maxima in the vertical analysis of acceleration patterns [14] , [8] . Furthermore, acceleration curve it is possible to detect and count the infrastructure-based localization has been studied, e.g. occurrence of footsteps. or? = (150)2.
We conducted extensive experiments with a team of Dead reckoning on robots is usually error-prone due to humans and robots within a semi-outdoor environment. wheel slippage, particularly within outdoor scenarios that Results from these experiments show that the introduced are accompanied with different kinds of grounds. If the method allows to improve single trajectories based on the robot operates on slippery ground, as for example grass, joint graph, even if they do not contain any loop.
or if it is likely that the robot gets stuck on obstacles, The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. odometry errors are dependent on the particular situation.
In Section II we introduce the utilized methods for robot Therefore, we designed the Zerg robot (see Figure 1 (b)) and pedestrian pose tracking, respectively. In Section III with an over-constrained odometry for the detection of the approach for centrally optimizing single agent trajec-slippage of the wheels by utilizing four shaft-encoders, one tories is described. Finally, we provide results from robot for each wheel. From these four encoders, we recorded data experiments in Section IV and conclude in Section V.
while the robot was driving on varying ground, and labeled the data sets with the classes C = (slippage, normal).
II. POSE TRACKING
This data was taken to learn a decision tree [20] Figure 3 each trajectory is shown with a straght nolp-tr,and noslip-accelerate. 
